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0. Introduction 
Tile present paper extends tile treatment in Smorynski [ 1 1 ] of 
arithmetic, by means of Kripke models, to the theory of species. In Sec- 
tion 5.7.3 of that paper, a special type of model of the theory of  species 
is defined, but not studied. We study this model in Section t, below. In 
Section 2, we define the species analogue of the basic operation for con- 
strutting models. This gives several applications, but not the full explicit 
definability property. We use a trick of Friedman in Section 3 to obtain 
this result (as well as two related results). In Section 4, we consider some 
applications of ff~rmalizing the construction by means of the Hi lbert-  
Bernays Completeness Theorem. The use of Reflection Principles to add 
free variables to proof-theoretic closure results is discussed in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 contains a few comments on and corrections to [ 1 1 ]. 
It should be mentioned that S. Weinstein has independently discovered 
a method of treating higher order systems by means of Kripke models. 
His method applies to such problematic schemata s AC-NF.  
Before beginning the technical work, we should discuss ome nata- 
tionai conventions. First, as this paper is to be viewed as a continuation 
of [ 111, which is the fifth chapter of Troelstra [ 14], we will freely use 
the notations of these two references. In case of confl~-t, we follow [ 11 ]. 
Our first conflict is the following: The theory of species HAS is here as- 
sumed to be given to us as HA together with unary species variables 
X 0. X I ..... and some axioms, e.g. the scheme 
3X Vx  [Xx ~ Ax]  , 
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X not |¥ee in A. In the presence of arithmetical pairing functions, n-are 
species variables ca~l be conservatively added. For convenience, we co~- 
sider n-ary species variables, ) (n  yn  . . . . .  as being used only as abbrevia- 
tions. 
Two notational singularities worth mentioning are: 
(i) we use x ~ X and X:c interchangeably for unary s~ecies, but stick 
to Xx I ... x n for n-ary species; 
(ii) we do not bother distinguishing between olLiects and constants 
denoting them, as the failure to make such a distinctioa can only cause 
confusion when one is discussing the distinction (e.g., in giving a truth 
definition or a G6del numbering). (An example of the latter notational 
point is the abbreviation ProofT(x,r-Ay -1 ).) 
With respect o references, let us simply note that ! 13, 141 contain 
fairly detailed references to the literature and that we shall not cite the 
references to specific results unless they cannot be found in these works 
of Troelstra or unless we regard the result and reference as being particu- 
larly noteworthy. 
Finally, we wish to thank Professors Friedman and Troelstra for sug- 
gesting that Friedman's trick might be applicable in 3ur study. 
1. A model for HAS 
Let (K, <) be a partially ordered set of  nodes, with least node a0" To 
define a model of HAS, we will need two domain functions - one for 
individuals and one for species. Let the first, D 1 , be constant: D I a = ~ = 
{0, 1 .... ). This will automatically guarantee that indu :tion holds in the 
model and that all classically true sentences of arithm~:tic are forced by 
all nodes. For the second domain function, we first define a sys tem o f  
se ts  to be ~ .:!ass of subsets of the set cf  natural numbers indexed by the 
nodesofK ,  {T : ~ ~ K}, such that 
We now let D2a be the family of all systems of sets. 
Having defined (K, <,  D i , D 2 ), we define a forcing relation on it to 
obtain a model ~ = (K ,  <, D 1 , D 2 , II-- ) as follows: 
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(i) For A atomic in the language of HA, 
(ii) For A of the form t ~ T. where t ~ w and T = {T  : ~ ~ K}, 
(~ 11- t e T~ re  T~. 
The connectives and quantifiers are handled in the usual manner. 
Strictly s~:u~'aking, we have defined a model lbr ever,, partially ordered 
set (K, ~)  with an origin. When we refer to a "'mode!", we shall mean 
any such model. Some models are better than others aad we shall refer 
to such better mode~s by descriptions of their partial orders. 
We now consider some properties of the model. 
Thevrem ! ,I. The model  .~atis, fies HAS. 
Proof. Obviously, the crucial verifications are Extensionality and Com- 
prehension, Because species variables occur in sentences only in context 
(x 6 X) the substitutivity of equality (i.e., extensionality) is immediate. 
Consideril~ Comprehension, let A have only x free and define 
T = (x" a I~- Ax) ,  
Then, if T= {T "c~ K} andae K, 
a lt-- Vx(x ~ T ,-~ Ax) ,  
whence 
c~ 0 I~- BX Vx(x  E X ~-~ Ax)  
tX not free in A). The argument still applies when parameters are allowed. [] 
If K consists only of %,  then S~ is just the standard model of classical 
analysis. If K has at least one node other than %,  then membersh;p in
species is not decidable, 
% tb ~ Vx VX(Xx v-1Xx).  
If (K, <) has no terminal nodes, then in fact, 
% it- "3Vx VX(Xx  v- lXx) .  
We generalize this as followz: 
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Theorem 1.2. Let A (PI' .... Pn ) be an unpl~vable,tbrm~,la o f  the i~lttd- 
tionistic propositional ealcultts Pp, Then, i f  (K~ -<<) is the f tdl  binary tree, 
% I~-TVXA(XO .... , X(v - i ) ) ,  
Remark. As corollaries, we have 
ot 0 ll" VxTVX l ... XnAtX IX  . . . . .  Xnx) ,  
a o II- 7VX  ... X,,A (3xXtx,. . . ,  3xX,,x }, 
Instead of proving this, we shall prove the following. 
Theorem 1.3. Let A(P~ *t ..... p~k ) be an unprorabh" sentence o f  the 
#ztuitionistic predicate calculus and h't (K, <) be the full  ~o-ary tree o f  
all finite sequences o f  natural numbers Then 
a 0 It- 7vx(x'  t,.,, . . . . .  
Proof. Since A(P~ 4 .... , P~_~/~) is unpro~Ible, there is a countermodel to 
A on the b~ 0 ary tree. We can find a corresponding countermodel in our 
model of HAS. Let D = (Da: a E K ) be chosen so that Da is the domain 
of a in the countermodel to A. We can assume that each D~ ~ oa ~ i.e.. 
that D is a system of sets. 
For each fl, there is a set p~,i(~) of those elements of (O~)"i for which 
/3 I I - /e/ ' i(x I ..... x,t ) 
in the countermodel. Let 
Q~.i = {philliS): ~ E K}. 
n"i D Looking at ~i ' as systems of sets, we easily see that 
a 0 l# A(D}(Q~ '' ¢)nk) 
(Simply prove by induct!on on the length of a formula that it is forced 
at a given not,¢ of the original counten~lodel to A iff the rclativizcd trans. 
lation is forced at the given node of the model of  HAS.) 
Since each node a of K is tim origin of its own fidl S0-ary tree, we can 
repeat he process to get a courtermodei at a. Thus 
a o I I -TVXX["  . . . . . . . . . .  X~k [-qxXx~ A(X)(x~, v,kk )l - [] 
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Remarks. ;i) tn Theorem 1,3, we can allow A to have free individual 
variables: 
% it-- Vx  I ... x,, -t V.¥X'I" ... X~.'~" 
tl 
x I3.x'X.x" ,x ~ (X.x" ~ A(:~(X'~ ',  . . . . .  X~:k, x~ . . . . .  x , , ) ) ] .  
i=I 
(ii) The proof of Theorem 1,2 is similar, but only needs (K, ~<) to be 
binary since every unprovable sentence of the propositional calculus has 
a countermodel in this tree. (Obviously, one can also use the full b~0-ary 
tree.) 
(iii) As with naembership, if (K, ~) has no terminal nodes, extensional 
equality is undecidable: 
a o I}--'qVX Y (X  = Y v- IX=Y).  
A version of Theorem 1.2 can be proven for equality. I fA(pl  ..... pn) 
is unprovable and (K, ~) is the binary tree, 
a 0 I1- qVX YI ""Yn A(X= YI ..... X= Yn )" 
(Note that % need not lbrce VXqVY I ... ); ,A (X = Yz ... . .  X = Yn) - if 
X is empty, a0 iD VY( q-IX= Y -- X = Y).) 
We shall now consider some scl~emata valid in the model. 
Theorem 1.4. The model satisfies the choice axiom: 
AC-NS 
Vx ~YA(x.  Y) ~ 3X 2 VxA(x ,X~) ,  
where A(x, X~. ) is apt abbreviation jbr 
3ZIYyIZy ~ (x .y  )~ X2I ^ A(x ,Z) ]  . 
Proof. Suppose 
a !b Vx BY A(x. }3.  
Choose for each n a system T n = {Tn. ~"/3E K} such that 
a I1- A(n, T n) 
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and let 
T 2 = {{n} × Tn, t j : /3~K) .  
By extensionality, 
c~ I~- A(n, (T2)n ) .  
The treatment with parameters is identical. [] 
Theorem 1.5. I f  (K, <) is the full binary (or ~o ,ary) tree, then the weak 
Uniformity Principle, 
UP! ~dX3 !yA(X,y) -+ 3!y  VXA(X,y) .  
is valid in the model. 
Proof. Suppose 
a I~- VX3!yA(X ,y ) ,  
~ II- A(S,m) , ~It -A(T ,n ) .  
We show m = n. Let U = { Ua: 13 ~ K } be defined by 
(i) v 0 = 0 for/3 ; 
(ii) If/3 extends a in the left half of  the tree (i.e., # = a * (0) * o for 
some o, using the usual notation for finite sequences), then l/e = SO; 
(iii) I f# extends e in the right half of the tree (i.e., 13 = o * < 1 ) * o for 
some 0), then U a = Ta" 
Let/3 > o~. If # is in the left half of the tree, then/3 !F- U = S and 
/3 I~- A(U,m). I f# is in the right hal l  # II-- A(U,n). But ~ II-- A(U.p) for 
some p, whence/3 II-- A(U,p) for all/3 > a and it follows that ,n = p = n. 
Thus, there is a unique m such that a II-- A(X, m) for al' X~ Dza. The 
fact that D2/3 is equal to D2a for # ~ c~ shows that # i~ A(X, m) for all 
X~ D2/3. Thus a II-- VXA(X,m) and so 
a I~- 313, VXA(X,y) .  
Thus 
a o I~ VX3!yA(X,y) -~ 3!y  VXA(X ,y ) .  
The proof above carries over when parameters are allo,~ s. D 
Theorem 1.6. Let (K, ~)  be the full ~0-ary tree. Then the model satisfies 
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the parameter.free form of  the ~h~i]brmity Principle, 
UP c VX3yA(X ,y ) -~ 3y VX A(X, Y). 
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Proof. Let A(X,y) have no parameters and let R be the model on the ri l l  
~0"arY tree. Suppose 
I~- VXZl yA(X,y)  , 
ot lb L 3y VX A(X.y) .  
Let, for each n, a species (i.e., system of sets) S, be given such that 
lb L A(S., n). 
Note. We have D 1 constant and D 2 practically constant: thus, if a I~ 
VXB(X), there is a T~ D2a such that a 1,1~ B(T). Define S by 
S0=O, 
Now a It- A(S,m) for some m, whence 
* On)1~ A(S,m) .  
But A(X,y) contains no parameters and ~' r {~: ~3 ~, a * (m>) is isomor- 
phic (up to the number of times a given species appears) to $~ r {~: ~ ~ a) 
and a tl- A(Sm,m), since the isomorphism takes S m to S. (I.e., S m above 
a looks like S above a * (rn).) But this is a contradiction and hence UP c 
is valid in the model. [] 
Remark. (a) Since natural numbers are fixed under such an isomorphism, 
one can carry out the proof that the slightly stronger schema, 
VX 1 .., X n [VX3. '  AtX, y ,x I , Xn) "~ 3v VXA(X,y,  x 1, Xn) ] 
is valid in the model (where A has only the free variables indicated). 
(b) The full Uniformity Principle (i.e., the Principle with species param- 
eters allowed) does not hold in the model. Using the fact that disjunction 
can be defined in terms of existential quantification, it suffices to show 
that VX does not distributg over disjunctions. 
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Let T be defined by 
{0},  = % , 
r =[{0,1}, 
Then 
[D VX[ (3xXx-+ T1) v (TO -+ 3xXx) ]  , t~ o 
but clearly, 
ce 0 I I - / -VX(3xXx-~ T1 ), %1 IL~ VX(T0 "~ 3xXx) .  
Two schemata of  further interest are 
MP 
IP o 
VX[ Vx (Xx v -1Xx) A "-1--1 :~X Xx ~ :ix 3:~" ], 
VX Y[Vx(Xx v - IXx) ^ (VxXx "~ 3y Yy) + 3y(Vx ,~x -., Yv)I. 
Theorem 1.7. MP and IP o are valM in the model. 
By the constancy of the domain of individuals, the decidable formulae 
are closed under numerical quantification. Thus. the usual laws of the 
classical predicate calculus apply to them in this model  theorem 1.7 is 
an immediate consequence of this observation, ffl 
Summarizing what has been shown so far, the modei on lhe ~0-ary 
tree is a model of the theory 
t t=HAS+AC-NS+UP!+UP c+MP+IP  0 . 
We mention some consequences: 
(i) It is consistent; 
(ii) H 9 UP; 
(iiil H is conservative over the first-order intuitionistic predicate calcu- 
lus (in the :ense of Tt,,eorem 1.3). (A modification shows that the pure 
theory of species with choice, UP!, and UP c is conservative (in the usual 
sense) over ~he first-order fragment.) 
We should mention that further results of  these forms can be R~und 
in [2, 13, 141. 
Another observation is the toilowing: UP! and UW both conflict with 
classical ogic, but the conflict is properly second-order as H does not 
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prove any arithmetic sentences not true in co. The following theorem 
improves on this. 
Theorem 1.8. Le[ A be an arithmetic~tt sentence. Then: 
(a) H 1-- A =~ HAS c + AC- NS t-- A ~ HAS c I-- A : 
~,b) ~I'A is negative, H AC--NS ~ A ~ HAS ~ A : 
{c) i ra  is I1 ° , H .... ACr--NS ~ A --* HAS I-- A, 
Proof, To prove (a) let ~)~ = (w +, B) be a model of HAS c + AC-NS. For 
ally partial ordering (K, <~) definable in co + , define a model of H over $~: 
First, define an 9~,~-system o f  sets to be any set X E B such that, using a 
pairing function ( , )  with projections rr~, 7r 2 , 
(i) ;¢~ (X) = (~rl ~x): xE  X}  .c K: 
(ii) V~, B~ K[~ </3~ {x: <~,x>~ X) ~ (x: </3,x> ~ X) ] .  
Then ,~ is defined by letting 
DI~.~ = co*, 
Dza = (X: X is an ';L~-system of sets}, 
I~-- C "=, co+ ~ C, lbr atomic arithmetic C, 
al~-t~_ T~, (~, r>~T,  fo r t~co  ÷, TED2a.  
If (K, <~) is the full ~0-ary tree, as it looks ill 9.'I~, then ~ is a model of H. 
(If we drop AC NS from ~3~, then ~t is a model of H - AC-NS.) 
(We might mention that once must use '.P.~-systems and not merely sys- 
tems in order to guarantee induction. Comprehension, of course, will also 
be forced if one uses all possible systems.) 
Let H l- A, A arithmetical. Then ,~t ~ A and ~)~ ~ A since forcing for 
arithmetical sentences in ,~i agrees with truth in 9.~l. But the model ~ was 
arbitrary, and HAS c + AC-NS }- A. (The same argument applies when 
AC-~ NS is dropped.) 
~,b) Observe th~,t HAS c is conservative over HAS with respect o nega- 
tive i'ormulae, (See, e,g,, [14, 1.1.101,) 
(c) This requires the closure of HAS under Markov's Rule. See Sec- 
tion 5, below, for references. [] 
Corollary 1.9, H • AC-NS and HAS have the same provable recursive 
jiinctions. 
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Remark. ( i )The proof of  (b) does not carry over to H + AC--NS and 
H, AS + AC-NS because the axiom of choice does not imply its own 
negative translation. 
(ii) To prove (c) in the presence of AC-NS,  it would suffice to know 
that HAS + AC-NS is closed under Markov's Rule. 
Digression on Functions: The model can trivially be extended to a 
model of analysis by simply adding a new domain function, D 3 , defined 
by 
D3ot = 60 t° , 
or, equivalently, 
D3~ = {XE D2~: ot 0 I~ Vx  3! y ( (x ,y )~ X) )  . 
One can tl~en expand the language by adding function variables f, g, h ..... 
and function quantifiers. With respect o the analytic fragment of the 
language (i.e., that part without species variables), the model reduces to 
the classical model (¢o, 2 ~). With respect o the full language, however, 
several interesting schemata re valid: 
(i) AC-NF  is valid: 
AC-NF Vx 3 f  A (x , f )  ~ 3g Vx A(x, ~v 'g ( (x ,y ) ) ) .  
(ii) UP 1 ! is valid in the binary, ~o-ary, and large trees: 
UpI! VX::! ! f  A (X , f )  -~ 3! f 'qXA(X , j ' ) .  
(iii) Closed instances of UP l are valid in the 2So-ary tree: 
UP 1 VX3f  A(X , f )  ~ ~fVXA(X , f ) .  
The validity of the last two schemata is e~:ablished a~ i~, tile first-order 
case, using the fact that functions are very discrete objects in the model. 
Since functT)ns are so discrete (in tl~e model), it is natural to consider 
species of fwwtions. (We ignore the question whether or not species of 
functions hould be quantified over in an intuitionistic ontext at all.) 
Thus, one ca~ add variables ~I,, q, .... , for species of hmctions and appro- 
priate quantifiers (or, equivalent, one can take "'mixed" species - species 
whose members can be either functions or individuals). The above 
schemata nd the axiom schemata of  H are still valid. 
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The behavior of fimctions marks the essential difference between the 
above model and the model resulting from [9] by using Kripke's schema 
to define species. (See 12] .) Both models atisfy' the basic (i.e., drop MP, 
'D 0) axiom schemata of H, as well as AC-NF.  The present model also 
satisfies UP 1 ! and UP t ~. The Moschovakis-van Dalen model satisfies KS, 
WC-N!, and WC-N c, where 
KS VX°3ylX ° ~ 3x(f¥ = 0)] , 
WC-N! Vf3!yAU' .y )o  V f3x] !y~g~jX 'A(g ,y ) ,  
WC-N V f ]yA/ j~y)-~ V f ]x  Zly VgE:~'A(g ,y ) ,  
'where g ~ fx means g t" x = f t'x), as well as some stronger continuity 
s,'hemata. We refer the reader to [9] for details. 
W : might also mention that Troelstra has given two more models of 
the mixed theory using reatizability. Both satisfy UP l , AC-NF,  and a 
strong continuity axiom. 
2.( ) -* (Z )' 
Tile exist ,ce of models of HAS has certain applications. Some results, 
nonetheless, require us to apply certain operations to models to obtain 
new models. That is, we start with a large stock of models (given by a 
Completeness Theorem), apply the operation, and look to see what is 
and what is not preserved. 
We hasten to point out the following: In the previous ection, we con- 
sidered a specific type of model (the existence of which had some inter- 
esting applications). From here on, when we speak of "model", we mean an 
an arbitrary Kripke model of the given formal system. We give an intuitive 
description of such models for HAS below. 
The main operation we have in mind is the analogue for models of HAS 
of the operation ( )~(E  )' of [ l l ] .  In the discussion of [l l, §5.7.3] 
it is stated that the problem of defining an analogous operation for models 
of HAS is difficult. For, if ~' = (6o ÷, A) is a model of HAS c (= classical 
analysis), then ,~' should be 
a(co+, A) 
l 
CXo(CO, ?) .  
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The difficulty is in deciding what to put as the domain of species at c~ o. 
If Comprehension i~to be valid, there will have to be species in D:~ r~ 0 
which do not behave like any species o fDza  = A. Nonetheless, they 
must appear in A = D2a D D2a0" The solution tc this difficulty is 
(i) to use systems of sets to guarantee Comprehension, 
(ii) to use extensionality to make an inessential change in D~a to 
guarantee that D2a o ~ D2a. 
Before defining the operation ( ) ~ (~: )' for models of HAS, let 
us make an observation. We define a imrtialsystem of  sets to be an 
indexed family of sets, {T"  a ~ 1), where / i s  a closed subset of K (i.e,, 
a ~ 1 & a ~</3 =' fl ~ 1) and such that 
(i) T ~ Dla, 
(ii)a,/3EI&a~</3~ T ~ T~. 
If S~ is a model of HAS, ~ ~ K, and TE D~,  then we can a.~sume that 
T is a partial system of sets. For, we may first assume that (K, -<<) is a tree. 
Let T~ D2a and let/3 be the minimum node for which 7~ D213. Define, 
for 3, ~ > fl, 
T v = {xE Dl~: 7 11-- x~ T).  
Using extensionality, it is easily seen that T can be replaced by the system 
T* = (T~" ? 1>/3), and defining 
~llf- xE  T* *~ xE  T . ? 
Remark. (i) Note that the condition T G ~o has been replaced by the 
condition T c__ DI a. 
(ii) D2a is not necessarily the collection of all partial systems of sets. 
To define tile operation ( ) ~ (Z )', let 9 ~ be a fal.fily of Kripke 
models whose species are systems of sets. Xcy is the disjoint sum and is 
defined exactly as in [ 1 1, §5.1.19~5.1.2 1 I, Thus, suppose we have a 
Kripke mot~A ,~l of HAS (neglecting/'or the moment our assumption on 
the existence of a minimum node). We define ,~i by adding a new node 
s o as the origin and extending D l by defining Dta  0 = to. 
I Obviously, Dlt3 now refers to the domain of  species of  ~ at fl - which need not be the collec- 
t ion of  all systems of  sets. 
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The second domain function, D'~, of ,~l' does not merely extend the 
domain function, D 2 , of ,~, but actually augments the systems in D2¢~, 
for ¢~ ~ K, by many systems extending these. Letting 
we can define 
t D2c~ o {T: T isasystem& Ve~ MT~ ~D2a)}  • 
for e cq K, define 
D~ct = D2c~ 0 u D2t~ , 
t Defining forcing in the obvious way, every element of Dzt~ is (forced 
at ~ to be) extensionally equal to an element ofD~c~ and, hence, adding 
the new species does not cha~e the class of sentences (not possessing 
any new parameters) forced at any node t~ E K. Hence ~} is not essentially 
altered. 
Theorem 2 .1 , / f7  ~ HAS, then (Z~) '~ HAS. 
Proof. The only interesting axiom is Comprehension. Let A have x free 
and let, for all c~, 
T = (x~ Dla:  ~ II- Ax) . 
The collection T of all such Ta is a system of sets. Let ~i ~ cj have origin 
ot r Comprehension i  ,~t i yields a system of ~ets T i such that 
a lit'- Vx(Ax '~xE T i ) .  
Thus, if ~ ) ~i" then T = Ti, a. ttence, for c~ > %, T i e ~ D2cx (in 
~t = Zg"). Thus TE D2tx 0 -- D2a for all c~ aild 
a ot l -vx [Ax~x~T1.  [] 
Let us list some appl:cations: 
Corollary 2.2. HAS has the DP ~,nd numerical ED: 
ED o HAS 1- 3xAx = 3n HAS l- An ,  
]'or A with only x free. 
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Proof. DP reduces as usual to ED 0. Suppose HAS t- ~t x Ax, but HAS ~ An 
for any n ~ o~. Then, by the Completeness Theorem, for each n there is 
a model s~',2 such that, if #,~ denotes the origin of S} n, then [3 n tbtAn. Let 
-or= {~n: n~ ¢o) and consider ~ = (~;Sr) '. Since HAS H: IxAx,  we have 
a o I1-- An, for some n ~ ¢o. Bm then 3 n I}-- Ap, a contradiction. I:] 
Remark. This proof  does not work for 
ED 1 HAS t- :IX A(X) ~ for some B, HAS H A(B),  
where A has only X free and B has only x free, The reason is simple: 
We've added too many species to D~ a0 in order to verify Comprehen- 
sion. In Section 3, we show how a trick of Friedman [5] can be used 
to get around this. 
Corollary 2.3. HAS/s closed under closed insta,',ces of  the UniformiO~" 
Rule: 
UR e HAS I-- WX=~yA(X,y)~ HAS ~-:iy HXA(X ,y ) ,  
where A has only X, y free. 
Proof. Suppose HAS I- HX3yA(X,y) ,  but HAS fir 3y HX A(X,y). Then 
for each n there is a model 5~n with origin 3n and a species T n E D23 n 
such that 3n [~A(Tn, n). Consider (Z n ,~n)'. Let T be defined by 
T~ [0, ~=a 0 , 
By the assumption that HAS t- HX3 y A(X, y), k foll~,vs that c~ 0 II- A(T. m), 
for some m. But then/~,, It- A(T,m) and, since 3m It- ~'x[ Tx ~ TmX], 
we have 3m [~ A(Tm, m), a contradiction. I:1 
Corollary 2.4. HAS is closed under closed instances of  the following 
rules: 
MR c 
IPR~ 
HAS I-- Vx(Ax vTAx)  ^ 773xAx ~ HAS t- 3xAx : 
HAS F" Vx(Ax v TAx)  ^  (Vx Ax -~ ]y By) '~ HAS b" ] y(Vx Ax-* By) 
The proof is identical to that in the arithmetical case and we omit it. 
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For improvements of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4, see Sections 4 -5 ,  below. 
Some other applications worth mentioe~.:ag re the following: 
Corollary 2.5. Let A(pl  ..... p,~ ) be a jbrmula of  the propositional calcu- 
lus and suppose Pp ~- A(pl ..... p.  ). Then there are arithmeticgl B 1 ..... B n 
such that HAS ~ A (B 1 ..... Bn )" 
Corollary. 2.6. Let B be Eta, imhT~emtent uf HAS c. and let Pp k/- A(p). 
lTlen HAS ~ A(B), 
Corollary 2.7. HAS h ~ -q'q3x ..,Ix -~ 3xAx  jbr some pr#,litive ~"ecursive Ax. 
The proofs of these are identical to the proofs of their arithmetic 
counterparts and we omit them. 
For theories HAS + 1-', we must discuss ets F which are preserved 
under the operation ( )--~ (X )'. 
Definition 2.8. The class of Harrop formulae is defined indutAively as 
follows: 
(i) All atomic arithmetical formulae and all negations are Harrop; 
(ii) If A,B are Harrop. then so are A ^ B, VxA(x) ,  VXB(X) ;  
(iii~ If B is Harrop and A is a formula, then A -* B is Ha~-rop. 
Theorem 2.9. The class 5 D o f  sets r o f  sentences such that HAS + 1" is 
preserved under the operatio~t ( ) -* (~, )' has the,following closure 
propertics: 
(i) 9 is closed under arbitrary union; 
(ii) I f  [' ~ 5o and A i.,: a Harrop sentence, then V u {A} ~ 9; 
(iii) l f  r ~ 9, A has c,~dy x free, and HAS + £ t-- An Jbr each n, then 
ru{VxA}e ~, 
The proof is identical to that of [ 11, Theorem 5.2.11 ] and we omit it. 
Remark. There is no condition for VXA(X)  analogous to (iii). Observing 
that we add so many new ~pecies in forming (2;H)', this should not be 
very surprising. 
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Corollary 2.10. Let I" ~ 7~. Then HAS + r has DP atut ED o . 
Corollary 2. I 1. Let P E 7 a Then HAS + F is closed under UR c. 
Analogues to Corollaries 2.4-2.7 can also be proven (under suitable 
incompleteness a sumptions in Corollaries 2.5-2.7). 
Let us list some examples of  1-' ~ 9:  
TI(-<) VX[¥x  (Vy -<xXy- ,  Xx)  ~ VxXx] : 
RF(T) =Ix ProofT(x ,~A -1 ) ~ .4, all closed 4 z 
RFN0(T) Vy [3.: ProofT(x,r-A q ) ~ Ay l ,  A containing only the numer- 
ical variable y free; 
UP! VX3!yA(X ,y )~ 3!3' VXA(X~y) .  
Here, ~ is a primitive recursive wel!-ordering, T is assumtxt to be in ~, 
and the notations of RF, RFN 0 are as explained in [ 1 l ] (below 5.2.1 7). 
The proofs of the preservation of TI(-< ), RF(T), and RFN 0 (T) are as 
in the arithmetical case and the only comment we need make is that, if 
the reader checks the proof of  the preservation of  RFNo(T), the restric- 
tion to numerical variables will become clear. Thus, consider UP!. By 
Condition (iii), we need not consider free individual variables. We should 
consider free species variables, but it will be notationally more convenient 
to consider only UPV. Let ~ be a family of models of HAS + UP! c and 
consider (Z 5r) '. Suppose 
% II- VX3!yA(X ,y ) ,  o o lk/- 3!3, VXA(X ,y ) .  
Arguing as usual, there are species S, T ~ D2t~ 0 and n-~mbers m, it stlch 
that m :# n and % II- A(S,m), A(T,n). Lettin~ a > %, we have 
a II-- VX3 !yA(X,y) ,  whence," ~ tt- ~!3' VXA(X  y). But a I~ A(S,m), 
A(T. n), g-~d m ¢ n, a contradiction. 
By Corollary 2.7, MP is not preserved under the operation (-<) ~ (22 -7 )' 
In arithmetic, one establishes results on MP by adding a copy of  the stan- 
dard model, i.e., considering the operation Y ~ (Z7  + to)'. The preser- 
vation of Markov's Principle, 
MP VX[Vx(Xx v - IXx)  ^  -l-13x Xx  ~ 3xXx]  , 
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under 5 r-~ E'-7 ,~)' ( . + will be guaranteed by any 3~ for which D 1 is con- 
stant:  Dic~ = ¢.o. Thus. if we define a model ,~ to be an co-model i fD la  =w 
for all e ~ K, then we can define the operation 9-* (Z~Y + w)' to be that 
which adds some w-model to ff before summing and tacking on the extra 
node: 
We haslen to mention that the models of Section 1 are co-models. 
The basic results are: 
Theorem 2.1 I. HAS + MP is preserved under the operation ( ) -~ (~ + w) 
Theorem 2. i 2. For a~o' f ixed o~-model ,~, the class 9~(~ ) o f  sets P pre- 
served under the operation ( ~ ) -~ (~, + ~ )' has the following closure 
properties: 
(i) 9~'(,~ ) is closed under a~'bitrao' union: 
(ii) l f F~ 9~(~t)and (A') ~ 7~ is such that P u (A) is true in ~, then 
t i i i ) / fP  ~ '~:(~), A has only x free, and HAS + P t-- Any'or each n, 
then F w {VxAx) E ?'~(~). 
Remark. We call also define 
~(7)  = f't (7~'~(,~): ~ is an w-model), 
9,~ = (p: ::1 ~(F~ ~'~(.~)) = U {)'~C~): ~ is an ~-model}. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.11 and 2.12 are identical to those in tile 
arithmetic ase and we omit them. We might mention that any F 
which is true in some ~o-model is in 9'~. For example, the schemata 
Tit-<), RF(T). RFN0(TL and UP! are in '9 w. 
Some applications of Tlleorems 2.1 1 -2.12 are tile following: 
Corollary 2.13. Let P E 9~.  HAS + P has DPand ED 0 . 
Corolhry 2.14. Let P ~ 9 ~. HAS + F is closed under UR c. 
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Corollary 2.15, Let P ¢- 9 ~'. HAS + P is closed u~,,der MR c and 1PR~. 
Coroilaries 2.6, 2.7 do not hold fi)r all r E 9 '~ - e.g,, let 1-' = MP, The 
proof of  Corollary 2.5 requires the technique of Section 4, below. 
As a final application, let us mel:tion the mutual independence of  MP 
and iP 0 : 
IP o VX Y[Vx(Xx v qXx)  ^  (VxXx ~ :1 y }).) ~ 3y(VxXx ~ l~;v) ]. 
Theorem 2.16. (i) Let P ~ 9 ~ be r,e. Then 
HAS + P t-/- !P  0 , 
hi fact, for some arithmetical B and primitire recursive A, 
HAS + F ff (V.x" A ~ :lyBy) ~ 3v(Vx A --, By) ,  
(ii) Let F ~ 9 be r. e, and HAS c + P be consistent. Then 
HAS + P ~ MP. 
In fact, for some primitive recursive A, 
HAS + P i~ -]--l:l x Ax  ~ ::l x Ax .  
The proof of Theorem 2. ! 6 is identical to that in tile arithmetical case 
and we omit it. 
Corollary 2. i 7. HAS + MP if- IP 0 . 
Corollary 2.18. HAS :- IP o ~ MP. 
Remark. (i) Oddly enough, this is tile only known proof of Corollary 
2.17. 
(ii) Tile seco~d non-derivability result is to be expected. 
Consider the ;ollowing schema extending (the arithmetical instances 
of) the schema IP0, 
IP ('qA -~ 3 yBy)  -* 3 y(-1A -, By) ,  
y not free in A. IP, together with (arithmetical instances of) MP yields 
the Law of  the Excluded Middle for arithmetical formulae: This is proven 
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by induction on the length of an arithmetical formula. Atomic fornmlae 
are decidable, and. trivially, the decidable formulae are closed under the 
application of  the propositional connectives. Suppose t-- A v -IA and 
consider I x  Ax .  By MP and IP, 
~773xAx ~, 3xAx =" t -3y(77]xAx  ~ Ay)  
~-3y(7 Ay -* 7]xAx)  
~" ~-~) ' (Ay  v 73xAx)  
:* i -3yAy  v 73xAx.  
For Vx,.Ix, observe that 
I~ A v 7 A ~ ~l~." Ax  ~ 73x- lAx  
(cf. 1i4, ~ ~ ~- . , . , . ,  / (i)]). 
3. The explicit definability property 
't heorems 2. I and 2.1 1 yield, as corollaries, ED o but not EDI: 
ED~ HAS + i' i- 3XA(X)  ~ 3B HAS + D ~- A(B). 
The proof of the present section depends on a trick of [5] (also presented 
in its simplest case in II 1, §3.1.21 ~3.1....~]~. 
Add to the language of ttAS new constants ( ) .  v for every formula B 
(of the original language) with only one tree variable and every set V of 
natural numbers. Let the theory H be obtained by adding to HAS the 
axioms 
Vx ig(x~ ,-., (~. v(X)l, 
for all Cs, v'" H is obviously a conservative extension of  HAS. 
Theorem 3.1. HAS has ED l . 
Proof. Suppose HAS l- 3XA(X), but HAS ~ A(B) for any B (with only 
one flee variable), Since H is conservative over HAS, this means that 
H ff A(Cs. v )' for any Cs, v" For each B, let '~s be a model of  H with 
origin a s such that for all V. 
a s l~ AiCs.v) .  
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Let ~' be the model obtained by tacking a new origin a 0 onlo  ~ns" sin, 
and defining: 
(i) D 1 a 0 = ~,  
(ii) D2% = {Ce, v: B, V as above } ; 
(iii) % tt-- A ¢~ co ~ A,  for atomic arithmetical A : 
(iv) % I~- CB, v(X) ~ x e V & (Va > % ) (a 1[- Ce. v(xD. 
We claim that ~ is a model o f  HAS (though not of  H). Obviously, the 
only non-trivial axiom is Comprehension. Given D with ont3 x free, let 
V(D) = {x: a 0 It- Dx}. Then, for any ~, e K. we have 
a>.--a ,  whence a IP-Dx,=,a I1- (o,v(D),x) 
or 
a = a 0 , whence a 11- Dx ,~ x e V(D) 
~,a !l-- Co.~.w~(x). 
Hence 
a o IP- Vx [Dx ~ CO, VW) (x )  I , 
a 0 II-- 3X Vx [Dx "~" Xx] . 
To complete the proof  of  the theorem, it suffices to show that 
a o It-/- 3XA(X) .  Suppose that % It-- 3XA(X) .  Then, for some CB, v 6 D2e o , 
we have a 0 II- A~,..'B,v), whence a e It-- A(Ce.v), a contradiction. El 
Remark. That the model ,~t constructed is not a model of  H is easily seen. 
Let V 4= V' and choose B so that 
% 1~ Vx[Cn, v tX)~ CB, v,(x)l . 
Then we cannot have both 
a o It" Vx lOx~ Ce.v~x)l, %11"- qx IBx~ ~.v(x ) l  . 
Remark. For obvious reasons, we shall also denote tile construction of  the 
ineorem by (Z )'. 
The principles ED O, ED 1 tell us something about the provabil ity o f  
sentences of  the forms 3xAx and 3XA(X) .  UR c tells us ~meth ing  about 
the provability o f  sentences VX=Iy A(X,y).  We now consider ",IX 3 YA(X,  Y) 
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Theorem 3,2. Let A have only X, Y.free, It" HAS I-- VX~t YA(X, Y), then 
for some B with only X, x free, HAS t- VXA(X, ~_x"B(X,x)). 
Proof. We use the ~me :rick as above. First, add a new species constant 
T. For every formula B3: (with only x tree) in the language with T, add 
new symbols CB, t, for all I: ~ w, Let H be the theory in this language 
having'as axioms those of  HAS, fidl Comprehension (i.e,, with respect 
to formulae in the expa~ , d language as well), and the equivalences 
Vx lBx  ~ Cs, v~ ~')1 • 
Let HAS T denote the restriction of H to the language of  HAS with T 
added (i,e. HAS T is HAS plus Comprehension with respect o formulae 
involving T), H and HAS r are conservative over HAS. 
We claim that H ~- A(T,C&v) for some C/~,v. Suppose not. Then, for 
any B, there is a modei ~ with origin 0~ B such that 
a B I~ ArT, (TB, v ) 
for all V, Lct ~ = (E/~ ,~B)' be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 - 
where we treat T like CT, e. ,~t is a model of HAS T - the proof is as above. 
But~ 0 1~ ]YA(T, Y). For, i fa  0 I~ 3YA(T, Y), then o~ 0 It- A(T,C_~,v) for 
some ('B, v'  ~hich is impossible since t~ B Ib ~ A(T. CB.v). 
Hence we have proven that 
H r- A(T,C~. v ) 
for some CB, v" Thus 
H 1- A(T, ~.x.Bx). 
H is conservative over HAS T, whence 
HAS T I-- A(T, ~x.B(T, x)) , 
where we rewrite B to emphasize the fact that T may occur in it. Finally, 
since we have not assumed anything about T, it behaves like a free vari- 
able and 
HAS I- VXA(X, ~' .B(X,x)) .  [] 
We can define classes 7~ 1, 7~,  analogous to the classes 5a, :9 ~ of Sec- 
tion 2, for the operation given here. :91 , 7~] ° have the closure properties 
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listed there for 9, 9~.  Further, the examples ~,f P ~ 9, E 9 "~ given 
above are also in 91, resp. 9'i °. 
One application of the classes 91 9]o is the fact that Tkeorems "~ 
and 3.2 hold for HAS + IF' for r ~ 91 ~9"~ Another is the followin~ 
form of the Independence of Premises Rule: 
Theorem 3.3. (a) Let HAS t-- - ]A(X)  -~ :l y B(X, yL  Then 
HAS I-- ~ly (--IA(X) ~ B(X ,y ) ) ,  
where A, B have only the free variables indicated. 
(b) Let HAS I-- - ]A(X) -~ :3 YB(X,  Y). Then 
HAS ~- :3 Y( - ]A(X)  -~ B(X, Y ) ) .  
where A, B have only the fi"ee variables indicated. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, one adds a new constant T to HAS. 
The proof mimics that of the closure of HAS under IPR~, using the Pact 
that negations are in 7' 1 . 
4. Applications of definability in models of HAS c 
In this section, we indicate briefly how certain improvements of some 
of the results of Section 2 can be obtained by definability considerations, 
As in the arithmetical case, our chief tool is the ltilbert -Bernays Com- 
pleteness Theorem. 
Theorem 4. i. (Hilbert-Bernays Completeness Tlleorem). Let T be a con- 
sistent r.e. extension o f  HAS c. Then, fi~r any model  w* o f  HA" + CON(T), 
there is a non-standard model  ( w ++ , A ) ofT  which is definable in ¢o + . 
Remark. If we t onsider HAS c as a two-sorted first-order theory, the notion 
of the definability of A in w+ will offer us no difficulty. 
We may also refer to related results on consiste~at intvitionistic theories 
T. 
Beyond the initial assignment of non-standard models to terminal 
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nodes, we will need definitions in the second-order language. Thus, a 
Kripke model ,~t of HAS will be said to be definable in a non-standard 
model (w+. A) of HAS c if 
(i) K(~), o~ < 13. D 1 (a ,x)  are definable in ~o +" 
0it D 2 (~, X) is definable in (~+, A) with every X ~ D 2 (x being an 
element of A ; 
(iii) The relation ~ t~- B, B an atomic arithmetical formula, is definable 
in co + ; 
(iv) The rehtion t ~ T is definable in (u~ +, A). 
(For more details in the arithmetical case, see [ ! 1 ].) 
The main difficulty is in going from Y = { '~tl .. . . .  ,~i } definable in 
(w+,A) to (~ 5r) *. The arithmetical portion is no problem: w + is defin- 
ably canonically embeddabte in each D 1 a i (% being the origin of ,~'i). 
(The third line of the proof of [11, Lemma 5.6,6] should read "Observe 
that, in HA" instead of "~Observe that, in w +''.) A however need not be 
embeddable (canonicaUy or otherwise) in Dza i for any of the %. But, 
as one who has carefully read the previous three Sections can guess, we 
have no intention of choosing D2a o = A. Define T~ A to be an A-sys- 
tem of sets if, defining for a E K l o .,. o K n o {a0) , 
T = {x: (.\',~)E T} , 
we have 
(it {I" 'acK  I O . . .oK ,~ O(a0} } is a system of sets; : 
( i i )  T=O (T X{(x}) ,  
(iii) For each i, there is a T i ~ D2(x i such that, for (~ 1> a i, 
T. = {x: >: names an object y ~ Dt(~ & (~ I~ TiY} • 
Then set 
D'za o = {T: Tis an A-system of sets}, 
D2a =Dza to D2a , fo ra  ~ %. 
As in Section 2, we get a model (ZSr) *, The necessary formal work verify- 
iI~ definability is left to tile more ambitious reader. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 5 r = { .~i I . . . .  , ,~t n } be models of  HAS definable in ( w +, A)  
Then (Y. ~)* ~ HAS and is definable in (~+, A ). 
The proof requires no new ideas and we omit it. 
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Let us now state some conseqvences of Theorem 4.2: 
Corolhry 4.3. (X~ Form of de Jongh's Theorem) Let  Pp ~A(P l  ..... pn). 
Then ybr some Tq B l ..... B,,, HAS ~ A(B  l ..... B,,). 
Corollary 4.4. (Uniform H ° Form of de Jonah s Theorem) Let  B 1 ... . .  B n 
be I! °, strongly independent over HAS c + all true II 0 sentences. Then, 
i f  Pp ~- A(p  I ..... Pn), we have HAS ~ A(B  l ..... Bn). 
Remark. It is easily seen that the obvious Z0 form of Corollary 4.4 fails. 
I.e., there are A, B, ~° l , independent over HAS c such that 
HAS t -  A -* B v "qB. 
For, let 3xC,  :IxD, 3xE  be ~o individually independent over HAS c 
and mutually contradictory in HAS. Then let 
A =3x(Cx  v Dx) ,  
B =3x(Cx  v Ex) .  
Corollary 4.5. (de Jongh's Theorem for MP) Let  Pp ~- A(pt  .. . . .  Pn )" 
Then, for  some arithmetical B l ..... B,~, HAS + MP ~ A(B i . . . . .  B n ). 
The proofs of these results are identical to those in tile arithmetic 
case and we omit them. We might mention that Corollary 4.4 is due to 
Friedman, who proved it by means of realizability [51. 
We could now consider the classes 9 a , 9au* of sets r Freserved under 
the operatio~is ( ) ~ (~ )*, ( ) -+ (5; + w+)*. For example: 
UP! ~ ~d,  ~dto÷; MP ~ 9dr°*; TI(-<) E 9 a : TI('<) E ~aw*. if (co*. A) I- 
TI(-<). We no longer have the third closure condition on 9 a , 9 a'~" since 
we now have ~+ and not co at the origin of the new model. 
5. Applications of reflection prhiciples 
Sections 1-~5 of [ 11 ] and Sections ! -3  above are primarily algebraic 
in character anff yield quick proofs of  many results. Section 6 of  [ 11 l 
and Section 4 above indicate how improvements can be obtained by 
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Ibrmalizing the basic construction. As repeatedly observed by Kreisel 
(and as illustrated, e.g,, in [ 14, §4,5,3 -4 .5 .12]  ), formalization in a dif- 
ferent direction altows one to obtain other types of  improvement - 
specifically, adding free numerical variables to proof-theoretic closure 
results. [Note that tree species variables do not seem to be much of a 
problem - compare ED o and UR e or Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.] 
The basic facts needed are these: 
Theorem 5. I, Let T be a finite subsystem of  HAS. Then 
HAS b- Vy :Ix Proofl,(x, rA)~ ) ~ VyAy.  
(I, e,. HAS proves RFN 0 (T) .fbr any finite subsystem T of  HAS.) 
The proof can be given along the lines of [8]. 
Theorem 5.2. (Markov's Rule) / f  
HAS t- Vxy(Axy v -3Axy), 
then 
HAS ~- Vx 3)' Axy,  
where ,4 has only x, y free. 
Vx -3-3 ?]y Axy , 
This result is announced in [ 7, § 2a (ii;] and discussed in [ 13, 2.12 ]. 
For a detailed proof, see [ 6 l, 
The result without the variable x is a trivial corollary to DP. The 
method for adding the tree variable is to observe that, if HAS t-- "3-33yAxy, 
then T t- -t"13yAxy for some finite T ~ HAS. Next, one observes that 
(~o, 2 '~) is a model of T satisfying 3y Axy, This, the decidability of A, 
and a formalization of the proof of DP lbr T yields 
(*) F- Vx3y3z  ProofT(z, ~ lx )~) .  
Now (*) is proven in HAS c rather than HAS for two reasons: 
(i) it uses the fact that (¢o, 2 w) is a model, 
(ii) the proof of DP by means of Kripke models must be carried o,~t 
within the classical system. 
As remarked in [ 7], normalization allows one to replace (i) with ,.n 
intuitionistic step. AI~,  other proofs of DP are intuitionistic and (ii) 
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clears itself up. M~!rkov's Rule is the only rule we consider which requires 
step (i). For the other rules, we can quote Theorem 5.2 to bypass (ii), i.e.. 
to conclude 
HAS c t-- (*)  =" HAS 1- (*) 
Once one has HAS ~-- (*), an application of  Theorem 5,1 will yield tile 
final result. 
The first two examples we wi~l to ment ion are fl' e closure rules corre- 
sponding to tile quantifier combinations V.x'3y, Vx 31% 
Theorem 5.3. llAS is closed under Cl, urch ~ Rule: 
Vx3yA(x,.v) 
CR 
3e VxA (x. {e} (x)) 
where A has only the free variabh, s i:Micated 
Theorem 5.4. HAS is closed under the Rule of  Choice: 
Vx :I YA (x, Y) 
RC-NS 
3 Z 2 VxA(x,Z x) 
where A has only the free variabh's indicated, 
With universal quantifiers of both types, we have 
Theorem 5.5. tf  HAS t- Vx VX :t Y A (x, X, Y), theft fo, some B(x, X. y), 
HAS t- Vy VXA(x, X, Xy.B(x, X. y)) .  
Theorem 5.6. If  HAS t-- V.x" VX3y A(x. X, y), the~ 
~AS b- 3e VXxA(x. X. {e} (x)). 
Remark. Tr.eorem 5.6 is the free variable lbrm of the Uniformity Rule. 
Let us outline tile proofs of Theorems 5,3 and 5.4. 
For CR, observe that, if HAS 1- Vx3yA(x ,  yL then T P- Vx 3yA(x,y),  
where T is a finite subsystem of HAS consisting of all axioms other than 
Induction and Comprehension, and finitely many instances of Induction 
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and Comprehension. Now, carry out within HAS c the construction of 
(~- ,~v[xD', where the origin fly of ~v(x) tails to force A(x,y). Then 
c~ 0 1~3yA(x.y)  and 
HAS c ~ Bz ProofT(:. FByAx3 ~) -~. =t= yProofT(z ,~4x3~). 
Thus 
HAS c p-Vx3:yProofT~,: .  ~Ax3 7~ ), 
and, since Proof T is primitive recursive, 
HAS c I- kt,\" [3y T(e, x. y) A ~lzProofT(:. ~-A (x, Uy)-q)] , 
where e is the GOdel mmlber of the obvious ftmctiot~. By Theorem 5,2, 
HAS p- Vx[3v T[e.x,y) A 3z ProofT(z, rA(x, Uy)~)] . 
By Theorem 5. i, this yields 
HAS I- Vx [~lyT(e.x,y) A A(x, Uy)] . 
For RC-NS,  agailt let T I- Vx 3 YA (x. Y}. Formalizing the proof of 
ED l requires a little care, We want to clain't that for some B for which 
the instance 
~**) :IX Vx(Xx ~ Bx), 
appears in T, we have T ~-- A(x, kz.B(x, z)), If this is the case, there is 
nothing to pro~e, if not, within HAS c we can prove the existence of the 
necessary countermodels and mimic the proof of Theorem 3.1 - but 
where we only have constants (~,:1, for instances B' of formulae B with 
(**} in T. This tbrmalization yields 
HAS c t- Vx W B 3y wProofTly , rA (x, Xz. B(x, z, w~ ) , 
where w encodes ome parameters w appearing in B, and where the dis- 
junction is taken over those formulae B with (**) in T, Let the formulae 
B be listed B 0. B I ..... B n , and define 
,1l 
(7(X,Z.W, U)*~" W (~ = i A B i (x ,z ,~) )  . 
i=O 
Then 
HAS c P- Vx =l tm, y Proof T, 0', FA (x. Xz. C(x, z, w, u) ~ ) ,  
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for some finite extension T'  of T. By Theorem 5, 2, this is provable in 
HAS. Now apply (R  and Theorem 5, ~ succe~ively to conclude 
HAS t-- VxA(x,  )~z.C(x, z, {e}(x)D , 
for some e. 
Using the preservation of sets r E 9, 91 ,9w 91o under the various 
forms of the operation t )-+ (X) ' ,  we can add tree numeri~t variables 
to the Independence of Premises Rule (stated here in a stronger form 
than in Section 2). 
Theorem 5.7. HAS is closed under the ruh's 
IPR ° 
-TA -* 3xBx  
~x(- IA ~ Bx) 
IPR ~ 
7A ~ : IXBX 
3X (-qA -+ BX) 
where A, B may have free variables. 
Combining Theorems 5.3-5.7, one obtains closure under tile Extended 
Uniformity Rule (EUR)and a variant of the Extended Church's Rule 
(ECR): 
VXI-qA (X) -~ 3 y B(X, y ) I 
EUR 
3y VXI'7A(X) -* B(X, Y)I 
ECR 
Vx[-7Ax ~ =l yB(x,y)]  
3eVxi-TAx ..; B(x, (e}(x))] 
Remark. ECR is usually formulated with almost m,gative A in place of 
--1A. (See e g., [14, {}3 7.1].) 
(A bibliographical ddition to [ i4, Chapter III1 is [3], where a form of 
ECT is intr~.duced in connection with axiomatizing realizability.) 
Finally, i fF  ~ 91 or 5~]o and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold for HAS + I" 
(and !" is at all reasonable), then Theorems 5.3 5.7 hold for HAS + r,  
E.g., if MP ~ 1-', then Theorem 5.2 trivially holds, Some reasonable 1-' are 
MP, UP[ + MP and UP!+TI(-<) + MP, 
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We wish to make some comments on and corrections to [ ! 1 ]. 
In Sections 5.1,5"--5,1.11, the Strong Completeness Theorem (F 1-- A ,=~ 
F ~ A) is proven by a Henkin argument. This is important for the dis- 
cussion of the Aczel slash (5,1. t 2-5.1.18) and for arithmetization 
(5.1.26), but is not necessary for anything else. That is, by viewing 
Kripke luodels as classical structures (as described in 5.1.26), compact- 
hess in classical logic yields the strong form of the completeness theorem 
as a corollary to Kripke's original result. 
The references on the Jaskowski sequence (5.3.8) should also iqclude 
14]. 
Using Markov's Rule and Reflection Principles, we can add free 
variablcs to Theorems 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 as in Section 5, above. 
In Section 5.7.4, there is a short list of other set-theoretic models 
and applications, To this list, one should add [ 1 ]. For higher order 
systems (i.e. higher than second order), we should also mention [ 12] and 
[10] which give completeness proofs for a cut-tree formulation of the 
pure theory of types with respect o pseudo-boolean models and Kripke 
models, respectively. 
Fin~ Uy, in Section 5.7.4, Kripke's schema is misstated. It should read: 
9f[3x~,tX" = O) ~ ,4 ] .  
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